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2001 Record Year for Audits, Inspections &.Lessons
Stepped up regulatory enforcement actions and tragic workplace accidents in 2001 taught us several
lessons, It came as no surprise that the locations that genuinely completed their regulatory paperwork and
requirements fared very good compared to those that see the paperwork as something they "have to do" to
please management. 2001 became the unprecedented year in which our clients were involved in accidents
with a total of five fatalities. From these tragic accidents arise many lessons and the incentive to improve.
Another lesson that became painfullyclear was the degree to which seasonal or part-time employees are
used without receiving the proper training, driver qualificationfile and drug test, even though they are the
highest risk employees. The lessons learned in 2001 has had a profound impact on the services offered by
Asmark. Heightened awareness, tighter controls on employee qualifications and better coordination with
yourcompany's management on issues which require decisions or follow-up are all areas where you willsee
improvement. We appreciate your cooperation as everyone adjusts' to these revisions. Best wishes for a
safe and prosperous 2002!
Background Checks for CDLs
The DOTis in the process of developing a rule to prohibit states from issuing (or renewing) a 'commercial
driver's license with a HazMatendorsement unless the Department of Justice (DOJ) has first conducted a
background check. The U.S. Patriot Act stems from the September 11th tragedy and is designed to identify
applicants that pose a threat to national security. What to expect: (1) A delay in receiving your CDLor
renewal ranging from 2 days to 5 months. (2) An increase in the cost ranging from an additional $25 to
$75. (3) More stringent testing and requirements (includingfingerprinting) to obtain a HazMatendorsement.
(4) Increased penalties with the possibility of imprisonment for getting caught not having a HazMat
endorsement when one is required. (5) Stepped up enforcement effort to catch CDL holders without a
HazMatendorsement. (6) Probable loss of the Temporary "Ag" CDL. The next few weeks would be a
great time to renew your CDLor clear any unresolved issues with your CDLlicense, before the background
checks begin around May 1st. More information is provided in an attachment to this newsletter.
Spray Drift ALERT!
EPA has proposed that you cannot spray pesticides if the wind speed is more than 10 mph! Public
comment period ends March 31, 2002 and the outcome is almost entirely in your hands! As ludicrous as it
may seem, EPAis proposing this wording (and more) be added to every pesticide label. A copy of the
proposal is included with this newsletter for your review. Quote from the proposal:

"Forground boom applications, apply with a nozzle height of no more than 4 feet
above the ground or crop canopy and when wind speed is 10 mph or less at the
application site as measured by an anemometer. "
EPA Docket OPP-OO730is a draft guidance document for pesticide registrants (manufacturers) that is
intended to eliminate spray drift. EPAintends the guidance document to be "what registrants should do" as
well as "provide EPA with a clear and concise enforceable standard". If the registrants print it on their
product labels, it becomes Federal law. EPA'sposition on pesticide drift is that applicators must not allow
spray or dust drift to contact people; animals, and certain sensitive sites, including structures people occupy
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at any time! and the associated property! parks and recreation areas! nontarget crops! aquatic! wetland
areas! woodlands! pastures and rangelands. The EPA states that it "believes this policy will not have an
undue impact on agriculture or other uses of pesticides".
Billy Pirkle (Royster-Clark)! Denis Doonan (Crop Production Services) and Allen Summers (Asmark)
traveled to Washington DC on January 10th to meet with Jay Ellenberger! Associate Director of EPA'sOffice
of Pesticide Programs. The meeting was on spray drift issue and was arranged by Steve Hensley with the
Agricultural Retailers Association. ARA has been instrumental in setting up several pivotal meetings on the
spray drift issue as well as obtaining an extension to the comment period. It was apparent that industry's
comments are needed. We encourage you to write a letter to EPAtelling them how this proposal will affect
your business. You may send your comments bye-mail to opp-docket@epa.gov. Pre-printed mailing
labels (3) have been included with this newsletter for you to use mailing your comments to EPA. To ensure
proper receipt by EPA! it is imperative that you identify docket control number OPP-00730 in the
subject line of the first page of your comments.
Respirator Express~ Up and Running!
Over 700 employees have submitted their Respirator Medical Questionnaire online in the first 30 days. More
than 90% have been qualified by the health care professional (HCP) eliminating the need to visit a local
physician. Approximately 8% of the employees are referred to their local physician for further evaluation.
There has never been an easier or more cost effective way to comply with the new respirator requirements.
We have been able to negotiate a better price with the HCPbased on volume. Starting February 1st the
price of an online questionnaire will be lowered from $10 to $8.50 per submission. The new respirator
rule has been in place for over two years and OSHA has started asking for this documentation in their
inspections. If you haven't completed this requirement yet! we recommend you do it today and get it out
of the way before busy season.

Falsification of Training Documents
Morethan 1O0!000 training certificates pass through our system each year. They are graded! recorded!
authenticated! scanned and entered into two databases. Starting with the introduction of the new Smart
Certificates! each one is "authenticated" using a computer program. The program has been proven to have
better than a 80% accuracy factor and "kicks out" certificates that would be considered suspicious by the
typical OSHA inspector. Approximately 9% of the locations that we service have one or more certificates
kicked out each month. Of this group we see many of the same names repeatedly. Asmark is doing all it
can to provide you with a high quality! efficient and cost effective video-based training program. It simply
doesn't get any easier than this. The rest is up to you!
Benefits of Good Training Documentation
We have received information in two cases last year where a client underwent an intensive OSHAinspection
and was cited for one or more violations. A penalty was assessedand because the Manager could produce
credible training documentation! the penalty was reduced 15 percent. Obviously! no violations would be the
first choice! however good training documentation proves very valuable when the OSHA officer comes
knocking.
EPA Launches Central Data Exchange
EPA has established a single web portal to receive all environmental data received by the agency. It is
hoped the Central Data Exchange (COX) will offer companies and states that report to EPAa faster! easier
and more secure reporting option. COXcurrently accepts information for certain environmental programs
and will be gradually expanded in the future. Asmark has been a staunch supporter of streamlining the
reporting process by making consistent the requirements in all states so that electronic reporting can be
performed efficiently. Currently the states that allow (or require) electronic filings also require the paper
documents which increasesthe burden on industry. More information is available at www.epa.govjcdx .

IRS Increases Standard Mileage Rate
The Internal RevenueServicehasannouncedit will increasethe mileageallowancefrom 34.5 centsto 36.5
cents per mile. More information is available on the different allowance increase at www.Irs.ustreas.gov .

Shipping Papers - Give 'Em Your Best Shot
The first and foremost hazard communication device available in case of an emergency should be a shipping
paper. With season upon us, now is a good time to re-acquaint yourself with your computer program that
produces shipping papers. If you're not on computer there is no time like the present to go to our website
and make your own personalized shipping document. DOT requires a copy of each shipping paper be
retained on-file at your location for the past year from the date of delivery.
DOT Proposes Longer Retention Period for Shipping Papers
We've been asked several times "Where in the regulations does it say that we must retain shipping papers
for a given period of time"? The answer is in an amendment to the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act
that was signed into law ten years ago. The requirement is not in the regulations themselves. HM-207B
proposes the retention period start on the date the shipment is first offered and accepted by the carrier and
last for 375 days. The proposal also would apply to both the shipper and the carrier.

IFCA Leads the Way with AFRAP
The Illinois Fertilizer and Chemical Association (IFCA) led the way in making Illinois the first state to
implement a voluntary pesticide and fertilizer facility cleanup program. The Agrichemical Facility Response
Action Program (AFRAP)is designed to help facility owners avoid federal or even state cleanup orders and
the negative issues which surround being designated a Superfund site. AFRAP will enable agrichemical
facilities to participate in a voluntary on-site soil and water remediation program.
DOT Proposes Stronger HazMat Requirements
The DOT proposed legislation would expand requirements for training persons, increase the maximum civil
penalty for violations from $27,500 to $100,000, allow states to participate in coordinating carrier
registrations/permits and provide inspectors greater authority and latitude in inspecting and halting unsafe
shipments. The proposal is designed to improve security and safety and was another- result of the
September 11th tragedy.

Hearing Conservation Makes "Top 10" list
The numberof violationswritten as a resultof 29 CFR1910.95last year pushedhearingconservationinto
FederalOSHA'sTop 10 mostfrequentlycited list lastyear.
Roadcheck 2001 Show Brakes Still a Problem
Roadcheck2001 inspected 42J95 trucks between June 5-7 and found 76% of the vehicles met the safety
standards. Over 94% of the drivers inspected met the safety standards. Brake problems continued to be
the most frequent vehicle violation with 49.3% of the out-of-service citations. Over 62% of the drivers were
cited with "hours of service" rules, 12% involved the CDL and 3.7% were found driving while disqualified.
Region 7 EPA Makes Their Own Rules
Since the RMPswere first filed in 1999, Region 7 EPA has been the aggressive force behind 3 rounds of
inspections. Each round of inspection prompts more questions and controversy. The first round was easy.
The second round required us to add the amount of ammonia stored in obviously mobile nurse wagons to
that reported for the facility and a Federal rule which was intended to only apply to "stationary sources".
With the third round of inspections came letters from Region 7 "requiring" us to "review our submissionsfor
deficiencies" and classify ammonia as an explosive hazard (which it is not), completely remove any mention
of an emergency response plan (even though the facility has them), and revise certain ,dates (despite the
Federal requirements to update the plan every 5 years for this type of revision). No other region has
interpreted and enforced the RMPas has Region 7. Did I miss something or did President Bush pass Federal
authority from Washington DCdown to the folks at Region 7 in KansasCity?

Road Test Streamlined for 2002!
Based on our past experience the road test form has been one of the most cumbersome and difficultforms
to be completed for a new driver. We routinely receive feedback that indicates the quality of the road test
may be compromised by the time and repetition of completing the paperwork. The new road test is a one
page document that eliminates duplicated information as well as over a 100 of those beloved little
checkboxes. Included with each file will also be information outlining the minimum requirements for
performing a proper road test. While we are glad to help streamline the form, we feel it necessary to
reinforce the need that someone qualified actually ride with each of your new drivers and document the test
in a credible way.
Disqualification Goes Postal Lite
The bad news is that disqualificationof drivers will continue as long as somebodyfails to get their
paperwork in on time. The good news is the Noticeof Disqualificationwill be mailed in a 34 cent speciallymarked envelope saving about $6,000 dollars a year and result in a more-timely delivery. The new
envelopes replace the necessity for the expensive certified mail that has been used for the past two years.
We surveyed our clients and they all agree receiving the Noticeof Disqualificationvia regular mail should be
sufficientas longas everyonerealizesthe disqualificationis effective upon receipt and not whenthey
get aroundto openingit.
OSHA 200 Form Reminder
Employers (companies) with 11 or more employees must post the summary portion of the OSHA200 Form
from February 1st through March 1st of each year. Posting is required even if no injuries or illnesses
occurred in the year 2001. If your company has multiple locations and more than 10 total employees, each
location is required to post the information, regardless of the number of employees.
If Anthrax Doesn't Get You The Latex Gloves Might
By now everyone knows the hazard of anthrax but you might be interested to learn that a reported 11
percent of health care workers who routinely use powdered latex gloves have allergic reactions. The
reaction occurs when over time the body's immune system reacts to proteins found in natural rubber latex.
Only one percent of the general population has been found to be allergic to latex.

Just Say No....
DOT is ready to cite motor carriersthat placard their trucks with signs, advertisements, slogans and the
common"DriveSafely"verbiage. Anythingthat couldbe confusedwith a placardis prohibitedafter October
1, 2001 accordingto 49 CFR172.502.
EPA Considering Human Testing for Pesticides
According to the Associated Press, EPA has asked the National Academy of Sciencesto help determine the
scientific and ethical questions related to deliberately exposing humans to pesticides for testing purposes.
No timeframe was given, but EPA has said it wouldn't consider human tests until the NAS replies.
Manufacturers believe human tests result in more accurate and relative data.
Check Your Supply of Drug Testing Forms
With season almost on us, now would be a good time to check your supply of drug testing forms.
Depending on your company, you may need to have a supply of DOT and/or Non-DOT forms on hand.
Contact your drug testing company as soon as possible to order your supply for the season. NOTE: Now
would be a really great time (because itls required by law) to enroll in a drug testing program if you have
CDLdrivers and havent already signed up with a drug testing company.
DOT Considers Diabetic Exemptions
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA)has re-opened the comment period on its proposal
to issue exemptions to certain insulin-using diabetic drivers of commercial motor vehicles. Currently the
FMCSAprohibits using any driver using insulin. WeIll keep you posted.

